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By Kathleen Elizabeth Sumpton
It is the middle of winter and Iris Angel is getting lonelier as the temperature
drops. She is almost 27 years old and most of the people she knows are
engaged, married, or have had children. She has spent her life up until now
focusing on her career and decides that it is now time to start taking her
love life more seriously. However, London, Ontario, can drop down to minus
40 degrees in the winter, so she knows she must act fast. It isn't long before
Iris meets Adam Black, the man of every woman's dreams. He is perfect:
good-looking, the same age as her, and successful. What none of the
characters in this story realize is that they are about to embark on one of the
messiest relationships of the 21st century. At some point, each of the
characters plays their role in the act of an affair. It is impossible to reprimand
any one single person participating in the affair. It becomes clear that this is
an issue of society, and we need to start looking at it through a new lens in
order for that to change. Faith in Adultery is a satire on modern relationships
and the main tool we can use to both strengthen a relationship as well as
destroy one: communication. To have faith in adultery is to believe in the
truth and strength of the love we have for ourselves, each other, and God,
no matter what happens.
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A LOOK INSIDE

CHAPTER 1: THE MEETING
Discarded like an old, half-ripped Valentine, Iris Angel is just like any other lost girl holding onto a
childhood dream. She has her mother’s eyes. Green—sometimes emerald, often lighter like a lush lime—
even yellow like the sunshine. You can see her dreaming in them, the soul glinting in the back corner,
always looking back at you. Iris has spent her whole life envisioning herself behind these shadowed lids
as an author, and with her education now behind her—Iris is on top of the freelance world. All the pieces
of the puzzle are finally coming together for her, but one thing is still missing. The key that unlocks
everything: the bigger picture. She hasn’t yet found love. At 26 years of age, half of her friends are
getting married, and the other half are having children with their long-term partners. But she has never
been married and has yet to become a mother.
I can’t believe I’m still single. Iris thinks to herself. A mere year ago now, at age 25, the baby fever had
set in for Iris, but she wants to do it right. She doesn’t want to rush things, just because she feels
something. Iris wants a good relationship with a man first, so she can raise the child together with this
person—so that the child has two strong parental figures. Spending the majority of her time either
working out in the gym or writing in her home office, Iris knows why it is so hard for her to meet a man.
Maybe I will give these dating apps a go. She tells herself. After all, that’s where all the people are these
days. Aren’t they? She asks herself internally. Living alone for so many years almost calls for talking to
oneself aloud.

